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1. Introduction 

 The linguistic concept of modality can be defined in terms of the “qualifications of states of affairs” 
(Nuyts, 2006, p.1). The concept is traditionally divided into three basic types, i.e., epistemic, deontic 

and dynamic modalities (Palmer 1986, 2001). These are indicated in some languages by the modal 

auxiliaries as used in the following English sentences:
�

1)  a. John may/might sing tomorrow in the concert. [Epistemic] 

b. John must sing tomorrow in the concert. [Deontic] 

c. John can sing. [Dynamic] 

 Other languages may express modality by a wide range of linguistic items such as modal adverbs, 

predicative adjectives and mental state verbs. This paper is a descriptive analysis of epistemic modality 

adverbs in Ewe, a Kwa language spoken in parts of Ghana, Togo and Benin. The paper is an effort to 

contribute to the recent attempts to survey the modality system of Ewe (cf. Ameka 2008 and Essegbey 

2008). The discussion is purely semantic, providing an exploratory survey of epistemic adverbs and 

showing their functions in the Ewe language. In line with this, the paper is expected to shed some lights 

on:

a. Adverbs that serve as carriers of epistemic modality in Ewe. 

b. Different meanings present in the use of the adverbs, considering all the reinforcing elements in the 

sentential or discourse environment. 

 I will first make a brief comment on what is meant by epistemic modality in the current paper in 

section (1.1) and then I will describe the data and present the individual epistemic adverbs in the Ewe 

language along the lines of the current objective in the rest of the paper. The last section gives a 

summary and a conclusion.

1.1. Epistemic Modality 

Generally, the conceptual domain of modality is not easy to delimit (Bybee et al., 1994, p. 176;

Palmer, 1986, p. 1; Van der Auwera & Plungian, 1998:80) but most linguists have similar opinions 

about what constitute the semantic foundations of epistemic modality. There is a consensus that 

epistemic modality involves knowledge, belief, or opinion about the factual status of propositions, i.e.,
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the speaker’s judgement of the truth value of the proposition (cf. Lyons, 1977, p. 681-2, 785-6, 793). In

a more specific way, epistemic modality involves an indication of “the degree of likelihood of the state 

of affairs” (Nuyts, 2001, p. xv; 2009, p. 144). The degree/strength can range from weak (epistemic 

possibility) via medium (probability) to strong (certainty) (Nuyts 2001a, p. 22; 2006, p. 6; see also 

Salkie, 2009, p. 87).

2)  a. John might be home. [weak]

b. John is probably home by now. [medium] 

c. John will be home by now. [strong] 

A category usually not labeled ‘modal’ in the literature, but which is nevertheless closely related to 
the modal categories, and especially to epistemic modality is evidentiality: an indication of the source 

of the information about the state of affairs. Especially close to epistemic modality is the category of

‘inference’, indicating that the (hypothetical) state of affairs is inferred from other, known or perceived,

facts as in (3). 

3) Someone is knocking at the door, that must be John. 

 In spite of the close relationship, I do consider (inferential) evidentiality to be different from 

epistemic modality. Therefore this exploration of epistemic adverbs in Ewe will exclude their 

relationship with inferentials and other evidential forms. 

2. The data 

 This study is based on the analysis of naturally occurring data in combination with the native 

intuitions of the author of this paper. As is the case for most African languages, however, there are no 

existing (more or less substantial) databases/corpora, electronic, for spoken and/or written Ewe. So I 

had to compile the corpus from scratch. Doing so was not easy, though, and the result is far from 

optimal from a purely methodological, corpus linguistic perspective – but it is the best one could 

achieve given the practical circumstances. 

 Within the confines of what is available, then, I have tried to achieve some degree of 

representativity by collecting texts belonging to a few different text types. The data is composed of 

some didactic materials, including a few (printed) instructional manuals by teachers from the Ghana 

Education Service and the University of Education at Winneba, as well as a series of essays written (by 

hand, in 2007) by third year students of Ewe at the University of Education at Winneba. It includes 

some pseudo/popular scientific materials, including popular history books and descriptions of folklore, 

customs and traditions published by the Bureau of Ghana languages. There are moreover newspaper 

texts, including articles drawn from a few copies (dated between 1992 and 2002) of the Ghana local 

periodicals Atupani and Midim, and a full year’s daily editorial section Mia Denyigba (‘Our Native 
land’) of the newspaper Togo Presse, dated January to December 2007. Finally, I have included a 

number of pseudo-literary plays and narratives. A complete overview, with full references, of the 

published works which were included in the corpus is provided in the ‘Sources’ section at the end of the 

paper. 

 Table 1 offers an overview of the composition of the corpus and the approximate number of words 

in each category.
1
  

                                                
1 The word count for all categories is a rough estimate: since all the materials, are exclusively ‘on paper’ the 
counting had to be done manually, and inevitably had to involve extrapolation from the word counts in samples of 

the different texts.  
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Text type Number of words
Didactic 192,000

Pseudo/popular scientific 186,000

Newspapers 105,000

Pseudo-literary 437,000

Total 920,000
Table 1: Text types in the corpus

 The actual search for and selection of the adverbs from the corpus then also had to be done 

manually, by carefully reading through all of them (often even several times, in view of accumulating 

insights). All instances of the adverbs were extracted, always together with some surrounding context 

so as to allow for a correct interpretation in the analyses (context is often crucial for a correct semantic 

analysis of modal forms). The frequencies of the adverbs in the data will be given in table 2 below. 

 In the examples provided in this paper, all indications of tone diacritics in the Ewe data, interlinear 

glosses
2
 and free translations are mine, except in instances adopted from grammars and other linguistic 

works.  

 Examples cited from the corpus data are coded (between brackets after the free translation) by an 

abbreviation marking its origins. If this concerns a published source work the abbreviation codes the 

title of the work plus the page in it on which the instance occurs. For example, an instance cited from 

page 30 of a book titled Amedzro Etɔ̃lia (‘The third Visitor’) is coded as ‘(AE 30)’. Which publication 
corresponds to the code, and its full reference, can be found in the ‘Sources’ section at the end of this 
paper. Since the hand written parts of the corpus are not publicly retraceable, however, we only code 

them by rough categories (not listed in the ‘Sources’ section) and without a page reference. 
Specifically, examples from the student essays (as part of the ‘didactic’ corpus) are coded by ‘(STES)’. 

3. Epistemic Adverbs: The Inventory

 Table 2 offers an overview of the adverbs found in the data. In all, 318 occurrences of epistemic 

adverbs were extracted from different types of written text (cf. table 1). I will first present the list, i.e.

all the epistemic adverbs extracted from the current data in table 1. They are presented together with 

their English lexical paraphrases and the frequency of each adverb.

Form Gloss Frequency

ɖèwóhı ̃̀ perhaps, maybe 130

Gódóó certainly 86

Kòkòkò certainly 99

Tànyóá perhaps, maybe 3

Table 2: Epistemic expression in Ewe

 There are four adverbs in the current data and they are grouped here according to their semantics as 

certainty and possibility adverbs. Separate sections are devoted to each group according to their 

epistemic meanings.  

                                                
2 Abbreviations : AUX-auxiliary, COP-copula, DAT-dative, DEF-definite, DIST-distal, FOC-focus, HAB-

habitual, INDEF-indefinite, LOC-locative, LOG-logophoric pronoun, MOD-modal, NEG-negative, NP-noun 

phrase, PRS-present, NPRS-non-present, OBJ-object, POSS-possessive, POT-potential, PROG-progressive, 

PROSP-prospective, RED-reduplication, SBJV-subjunctive, TOP-topic, 1SG-first person singular, 2SG-second 

person singular, 3PL-third person plural.
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3.1. Certainty adverbs: Gódóó and Kòkòkò

Gódóó and kòkòkò are optional clause modifying adverbs in Ewe. They can both be used to

express epistemic certainty (next to their use as ‘strengtheners’, see below). In general there does not
seem to be any meaning difference between these two adverbs, i.e. they appear fully interchangeable.

Thus, for instance, while (3) is, due to the presence of the à morpheme (see Essegbey 2008),

ambiguous between a pure future reading and a reading in which the speaker expresses his/her

epistemic uncertainty about the state of affairs, in (3) gódóó or kòkòkò make it clear that the speaker

is absolutely certain about the state of affairs.

3) a. pápá à-gbɔ̀ ètsɔ̀
  papa POT-return tomorrow 

  ‘Papa may/will return tomorrow.’  

b. pápá à-gbɔ̀ ètsɔ̀ gódóó/kòkòkò
  papa POT-return tomorrow certainly 

  ‘Papa will certainly return tomorrow.’  

In terms of word order, gódóó and kòkòkò have a high level of freedom as to where they appear in a

clause. For instance they may appear in clause initial, internal or final positions. In their use with an 

epistemic meaning in particular, the data indicate that they most often occur in the clause final position. 

However, an epistemic reading is far less obvious in instances in clause initial and internal positions.
3

 Illustrations of clearly epistemic cases in clause final position are offered in (4). In both examples,

there can be little doubt that the speaker is expressing his estimation of the chances that the state of 

affairs will apply. 

4) a. ... wó-à-xɔ̀   dzìɖùɖù  kplú  lá à-vá àƒé gódóó
  ... 3PL-POT-receive victory cup DEF POT-come home certainly 

‘They will certainly bring the victory cup home.’ (AT-I 2) 

 b. Hòtɔ́ à-sè nyà sìà kòkòkò  

Hotɔ POT-hear matter DEM certainly 

  ‘Hotɔ will certainly hear/find out about this matter.’ (AGBE 49)

 However, as is illustrated by the examples in (5), not all clause final instances are epistemic.  

5) ... é-ƒé   ŋkɔ́ gà-lì   kòkòkò  

... 3SG-POSS name REP-be.atPRS.FOC certainly 

‘His name still exists/lives on today.’ (AGBE 1) 

 In this case, the adverb is used as a ‘strengthener’, i.e. as a means to reinforce or underscore a 
feature or property or assessment of the state of affairs in the clause. Or, in other words, it is used as a 

means to strongly or forcefully ascertain (an element/aspect of) the statement of which it is part (see 

Byloo et al. 2006:58ff).
4

Thus, in (5), from the opening paragraph of a narrative about a man who died 

a long time ago but who is still known at the time of narration, kòkòkò is clearly not estimating the 

chances that ‘his name still exists’ – it is underscoring or strengthening the persistent nature of that fact, 

as marked by the repetitive aspect marker gà.

                                                
3 Trying to use native intuitions here to figure out whether an epistemic reading is really never possible in clause 

initial position is very dangerous and to be avoided, due to the sometimes fairly subtle differences between an 

epistemic and a strengthening use, which, as will be illustrated below, can only be judged in real/natural usage 

contexts.  
4 This kind of use is also very common in English certainly, in fact much more common than the epistemic use (cf. 

Byloo et al. 2006). 
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 Also in instances in which gódóó and kòkòkò (in clause final position, but also elsewhere in the 

clause actually) co-occur with another modal marker in the same clause (which happens fairly 

frequently in our data), as in those in (6), they usually serve as a strengthener, and not as an epistemic 

marker. This other modal marker can be of any strength, and expressing any type of modality, e.g., in 

(6a) epistemic probability (high), in (6b) dynamic modal (potential) and in (6c) epistemic possibility 

(low). But even in cases of combination with a weaker epistemic marker (expressing possibility or 

probability), this does not lead to a semantic conflict, because the two forms serve different functions 

alongside each other, in (6a) and (6c) e.g., the other modal forms maintain their epistemic meaning of 

high probability and possibility respectively, but gódóó and kòkòkò each time strengthen (some aspect 

of) the statement, leaving the (real) epistemic marker ‘untouched’ (at least as far as its epistemic value 
is concerned). 

6) a. nyà sésẽ ́ áɖé á-nyá  dzɔ̀ kòkòkò
   matter strong INDF POT-AUX happen certainly 

  ‘Something probably did happen.’ (KLM 15)  

b. màté ŋú yì kòkòkò;      éyá ƒé àdzɔ̀gbè mè-ɖè
  1SG.AUX go certainly;  3SG  POSS  vow 1SG-remove 

  ‘I definitely can go; that is what I promised.’ (VKB 12)
  

c. ɖèwóhı̃̀ tɔ̀trɔ́ áɖé à-vá kòkòkò  

maybe change INDF  POT-come certainly  

‘Surely, things might change.’ (KU 2) 

In clause initial position an epistemic reading of gódóó and kòkòkò appears to be excluded – in any 

case, there is not a single clear case in the data. All the instances of gódóó and kòkòkò in that position 

are followed by the topic marker lá, and also intuitively it is impossible to use them without this topic 

marker present. The topic marker can either follow the adverb immediately, as in (7a), or there can be 

one constituent (and no more than one) interfering between the adverb and the topic marker, as in (7b) 

and (7c). In (7a), the adverb affects the entire clause but in (7b) and (7c), they only affect the 

constituent immediately following them. 

7)   a. gódóó lá, wó-ná-á nú-ɖùɖù-m̀  zì  ètɔ̃ ̀
certainly  TOP, 3PL-give-HAB thing-RED.eat-1SG time three  

  gbè ɖèká.  

  day one 

‘Surely/I assure you that they give me food three times a day.’ (AME 3)

  b. gódóó né zã ̀ dó  lá,  míé-kpɔ́-á núdzòdzòè gã ́ 
    certainly when night fall  TOP, 1PL-see-HAB insect big

   áɖé sì  lè  àmàgbàmú lá,   lè   glì    
    INDF REL be.atPRS green   TOP LOC  wall  

   ŋú lè  xɔ̀  mè. 
   on LOC building in

  ‘Certainly/especially when night falls (implied: more than at other times), we see big green 
insects on the walls in buildings.’ (XL 87)

 c. kòkòkò  lè  tsì-dzà-ŋɔ̀lí lá,  mɔ́wó gblẽ-́ná.  
  certainly be.atPRS water-fall-season  TOP, roads spoil-HAB 

   ‘Certainly during the rainy season (implied: more than at other times), roads get damaged.’
   (XL 69 adapted) 
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 The necessary presence of this topic marker in the clause initial uses reminds of Hoye’s (1997:149)

characterization of modal adverbs in this position as ‘theme-setting devices’. 5
Such a characterization 

is problematic for an epistemic adverb, however (which does not usually ‘thematize’ anything at all –
see Nuyts and Vonk 1999, Nuyts 2001a on the information structural position of epistemic modality) –
and so the fact that the adverb does appear to function as such here is probably symptomatic for the fact 

that both adverbs in this position systematically trigger an interpretation as a strengthener. In cases of 

the type in (7), the adverb serves to highlight the element mentioned in the ‘thematized’ or ‘topicalized’ 
constituent immediately following it (in both examples: the particular temporal circumstance of the 

state of affairs) as being particularly relevant (as compared to other circumstances) for the state of 

affairs. And the example in (7a) nicely illustrate the ‘discursive’ or ‘interactive’ use of the adverbs as 

strengtheners, viz. their use to ‘enforce’ the speaker’s statement vis-a-vis the hearer, e.g. in cases of 

disagreement between the interlocutors. The statement in (7a), for example, is uttered in a context in 

which the speaker has been recounting to his family members at home how he is being treated by his 

hosts elsewhere, but he has noticed disbelief on the part of his family and is reacting to this by means of 

this statement. Clearly, this has nothing to do with the speaker assessing the degree of likelihood of the 

fact that he is receiving three meals a day – he simply knows that. What he is doing is enforcing his 

(renewed) statement about this vis-a-vis his interlocutor(s). 

 It is actually striking that in all the clause initial instances of gódóó and kòkòkò in the data the main 

verb is marked for the habitual. (In fact, comparably to what was the case in the examples in (7a),

above, often the strengthening effect of the adverb seems to focus especially on the element of 

habituality of the state of affairs.) Yet one can easily imagine instances without habitual marking, such 

as those in (8) – and the above discussion would seem to be fully applicable to them as well.   

8) a.  kòkòkò lá, kpòvítɔ́wó à-vá bíá gbè-è
   certainly TOP, police POT-come ask voice-3SG 

  ‘The police will certainly question him.’  

b. gódóó lá,  é-dzè bé nà-kpɔ́ dɔ́kìtà
   certainly TOP, 3SG-proper COMP SBJV.POT-see doctor 

   ‘You must certainly see a doctor.’ 

 Also instances of gódóó and kòkòkò in clause internal position often clearly involve strengthening 

uses rather than epistemic ones, but sometimes an epistemic reading cannot be ruled out entirely – this 

is e.g. the case in the examples in (9).

9) ... é-nyá  bé  yè  hã ́ yè-à-kpɔ̀   gòmè áɖé kòkòkò
... he-know COMP LOG too he-POT-see share INDF certainly

lè      gà-á           mè 
  LOC money-DEF in

  ‘He knows he will certainly have a share in the money too.’ (HL 22)

 The context of (9) is that ‘he’ has been hiding stolen money from/for a friend and did not report the 
theft to the police – and the speaker is here saying why he assumes ‘he’ did (not do) so. Although a

reading as ‘it is certain/I am sure that he will have his share in the money’ cannot be ruled out entirely, 
a more likely reading is that the speaker is underscoring/enforcing the assumption, as an (or the only 

possible) explanation for ‘his’ behavior.
 Also clearly strengthening or emphasizing is the special use of kòkòkò in combination with the 

focus marker è, as in the examples in 10). (Gódóó cannot be used this way though.)  

                                                
5 It is actually a standard procedure in Ewe that if one wants to thematize or make particularly prominent a specific 

element in a clause, this element is placed in the clause initial position, in which case it must obligatorily be 

followed by the topic marker lá (cf. Westermann 1930:143). 
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10) a. ... nú sì mè-gblɔ̀ lá kòkòkò-é vá-á mè  

... thing  REL 1SG-say TOP certainly-FOC come-HAB in

‘Whatever I say happens.’ (AGBE 121) 

  b. wò kòkòkò-é à-ɖè   vì-nyè  lá  nà-ḿ  
  2SG certainly-FOC POT-marry  child-1SG.POSS DEF DAT-1SG  

  ‘You (in particular) will marry my child for me.’ (AGBE 9)  

 c.  amè áɖé kòkòkò-é ányá  wù-ì  
  person INDF certainly-FOC AUX kill-3SG 

  ‘Probably, someone (in particular) has killed him.’ (KLM 16) 

 We are not dealing here with a clause internal use of the adverb. The adverb here serves to highlight 

the subject constituents, and to draw the listeners’ attention to its special relevance. 

3.2. Possibility adverbs: Đèwómáhĩ and Tànyóá

 The clausal adverbs ɖèwó(má)hı̃́ and tànyóá express epistemic possibility, i.e. they are more or less 

equivalent to maybe or perhaps in English. Neither of them has any other (non-epistemic) meanings or 

uses. And there does not appear to be any meaning difference between them, they are fully 

interchangeable. But while ɖèwó(má)hı̃̀ is very frequent, tànyóá is rare in the data (see table 2 above). 

The former adverb actually occurs both in its full form, ɖèwómáhı̃̀, and, more frequently, in a reduced 

form (no doubt a further grammaticalized one, see below), ɖèwóhı̃̀. Examples for ɖèwó(má)hı̃̀, both in 

its full form and in its reduced form, are given in (11), and (12) features a few instances of tànyóá.

They occur in a fixed sentence/clause initial position and/or they immediately precede the clause

element they modify:

11) a. ɖèwóhı̃̀ á-wú-m̀ élábéná nyè-mé-ɖè mɔ́
  maybe POT-kill-1SG because 1SG-NEG-allow way  

  é-ƒé dɔ̀là wò-yì Kùmásí      ò 
  3SG-POSS messenger 3SG-yi Kumasi NEG 

  ‘Maybe he will kill me because I didn’t allow his messenger to 
  go to Kumasi.’ (XL 65)

b. ɖèwómáhı̃̀ ànyígbá nyàhèhè-é  xɔ̀  ɖé àʋàwɔ̀wɔ̀ tèƒé
  maybe land dispute-FOC receive in war place 

  ‘Maybe land dispute replaced war.’ (AHK 15)

 c. ɖèwómáhı̃̀ X.   à-vá sè-è; né é-sè-è       lá,  
  maybe  X. POT-come hear-3SG; if  3SG-hear-it TOP, 

  A. yé má    sè-è 
  A. LOG DEM hear-it

  ‘Maybe X. will come to hear about it; if he does hear about it, A. will also hear about it.’ 
(AGBE 73) 

   
12)  a. tànyóá sùsú má à-kpé ɖé míá ŋú 

  maybe mind that POT-help ALL 1PL skin 

  ‘Maybe that idea will help us.’ (STES) 
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b. é-nyó, ékémá mǎ-gblɔ̀ nyà sì      tò-ḿ nè-lè            
3SG-good, then 1SG.POT-tell word REL report-PROG 2SG-be.atPRS

lá á-ɖó  ɖé Asante-fíá, éye né dzɔ̀gbènyúí lè ŋú-wò lá,
TOP POT-send ALL Asante-chief, and if luck             be.atPRS side-2SG TOP 

ékémá tànyóá â-ɖó              é-ŋú  nyúíé à-ɖó ɖá  

then perhaps 3SG.POT-reply   3SG-skin good POT-sent DIST 

‘Ok, I will tell A. what you are saying and if you are lucky he may send a good response.’ 
(XL 63 adapted) 

 Regarding their grammatical behavior, unlike the strong epistemic adverbs, both ɖèwó(má)hı̃̀ and 

tànyóá are highly inflexible in terms of word order: as illustrated in the examples above, they 

exclusively occur in clause initial position (or immediately following the clause connector if there is 

one (cf. 12b). Also intuitively they cannot appear anywhere else in the clause. Moreover, unlike the 

strong epistemic adverbs, ɖèwó(má)hı̃̀ and tànyóá in our data are never followed by the topic marker lá,

and also intuitively this appears impossible. Interestingly, though, tànyóá probably derives (through 

reduction and compounding – i.e., grammaticalization) from a full clausal phrase tá ményá nú ò lá,

typically used as an adverbial phrase in a main clause, which literally means ‘the head does not know’ 
and is actually interpreted as ‘maybe’, and which does feature the topic marker lá (the morpheme final 

a in tànyóá is the relic of it). We have no instances of the full phrase in our data, but a constructed 

example is given in 13).
6

13) tá  mé-nyá nú ò lá núfíalá-é ƒò ɖèví-á
 head NEG-know thing NEG TOP teacher-FOC beat child-DEF 

‘Maybe it is the teacher who beat the child.’ (constructed)

 Also ɖèwó(má)hı̃̀ probably derives (through reduction/grammaticalization) from a very similar full 

clausal phrase (which however does not feature the topic marker), viz. àmè áɖé ményá nú ò (cf. 

Westermann 1930:186), used as an adverbial phrase in a main clause, which literally means ‘nobody 
knows a thing’, but which is again default interpreted as meaning ‘maybe’ or ‘perhaps’. Again we have 
no example in our data but Westermann (1930:186) offers the example in 14) (interlinear glosses

added):

14) àmè áɖé mé-nyá nú ò wó-vá xóxó
person INDF NEG-know thing NEG 3PL-come already 

‘Perhaps they have already come.’

 These phrasal origins of ɖèwó(má)hı̃̀ and tànyóá may also explain their inflexible behavior in terms 

of word order: the phrases also occur at a fixed clause initial position.

4. Conclusion  

 This paper has offered a descriptive overview of the different epistemic adverb in the Ewe language.

As an aside, what this study may also have shown is the importance, when studying a subtle semantic 

domain such as (epistemic) modality in a language, of using natural data (a corpus, no matter how 

imperfect) in addition to native intuitions. It is very difficult if not impossible to detect fine distinctions 

(such as those between the epistemic and strengthening uses of gódóó and kòkòkò, e.g.) on the basis of 

intuitions alone, or through questioning native informants. 

  

                                                
6

An informant suggests that another possible source construction might be tá mé-nyó ò lá ‘head NEG-good NEG 

TOP’, which actually means ‘there is no luck’ – but semantically, the phrase in 13) would seem a more likely 

candidate (and cf. also the very comparable phrase from which ɖèwó(má)hı̃̀ has been derived – see below). 
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